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Uploaded by Witness to War (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkOyfdFSqwe8nINmG2N9SGg) on Thu
Jul 12 2018.

David Douglas Duncan died last week, on June 7, 2018. I wanted to share the short interview I produced
with Clete Roberts hosting, and Ian Masters directing.

We shot this in 1983 when USC was holding a Vietnam Revisited conference.

In between sessions we'd grab the participants and ask them to share their memories. In Duncan's case he
also shared his photographs.

He was one of the most courageous combat photographers who had known combat since World War II,
when he served in the Marines.

After Vietnam he started photographing other subjects, especially Picasso.
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David Douglas Duncan what were the years that you were out in Vietnam when I started in 51 and you got in
1953 with a Foreign Legion we did there lost it Indochina nine months 14 going through and then I went back
in 67 68 shots made in 67 up when you were there with the French I was out there in 1954 by the way and I
had the feeling of the French rather regarded the press almost as an enemy did you have that feeling you get
along with them find no difficulty at all the border of China I worked with the Legion maybe it helped being a
retired lieutenant colonel the Marine Corps during World War two probably so there was a combat affinity
and then you tell me about your pictures here what others you have this one is 67 yeah case are up on the
DMZ also the border of Laos now let me take a picture like this business do you know this man was this
something you just grabbed you know what his name is Johnny Lewis private Jarno Lewis really it looks like
it was about 17 right 18 18 years of age there's good luck cards in his home but you know whether he made
it through the war made if I read is he has a comment as I have one of seven children he loves his family
lives in New Jersey and this is this this is also up as a Content on the DMZ just after a night of intense
activity mortars some Rockets fog all around what time of day do shoot this just at dawn it's a vet so nothing
but just the face in the night almost half night there's a dog you remember his name I never do it never knew
it another day later I think it's always a toss-up I
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later I think it's always a toss-up I very rarely asked names at a place like this I'm sure the face of faces faces
abundantly simplicity of it all the animal survival and their haunting eyes I've been asked with person and a
lot of aspiring photographers Rob would probably ask you they say what do you do you go out you shoot a
hundred or a thousand rolls of film and hope for the the the lucky- I think I'm a better photographer than that
oh well I'm sure a lot of luck plays a great rule of course there's only one negative like that's it yeah but too
many things are happening there's no chance for a lot of retakes you played it just one or two shots and this
well it's a kind of ironic photograph because he's checked off he's checked off the months of his combat tour
they had to spend a year out there that 13 months they're doing a 15 for the army he's already checked off
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February but I made this picture on about the 9th of February 68 so hope his premonitions are correct he got
out of it all right I don't know that he did he's a mate he's a marine right those are all Marines case battalion
now in this world of television do you think the role of the still photographer has changed it on the
photographer the kind of work that you have done and are doing in fact you wrote the book on well I have a
two different things one in television is a flow of images and - anyway I come in one shot so you can make
your camera now you've given do wonderful things with your camera you can move in you can zoom in the
helmet you can pan down I'm stuck
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the helmet you can pan down I'm stuck with her this is a full- want to make my print that's it but you've made
your statement such as it is and it's very powerful right he's made his statement of lucky lucky I captured
some of his mood I don't know he was thinking about but I captured some of the Moodle a very simplistic
approach I've lived many years in the combat areas an absolute professional photographer I've had a lot of
luck I don't consider it an art negative the craft I'm a good craftsman and it's Aegis photography the world
and combat that are the easiest thing in the world because there's no there's no resistance to you if you're
going the street we're now in the Annenberg Center of journalism here at USC you start to approach a
personnel with a camera they're very were in this kind of place he's dream his team's yeah no you don't even
care that I'm there there's other things too preoccupied so I say it's very easy if you know your car it's a very
simple way to bring back the report time you know some of the print press and some of the television
reporters and cameramen have told me sometimes about the adversary relationship that developed in
Vietnam between them and and and the military we do experience some of that none at all the cons I was up
in these places that were very unattractive places for a limited late their time I was showing you their
hardships and they I was the oldest man on the hill so that they knew I was a marine I was very much
welcoming on the contrary they were a wonderful guy they say you know in a place like this the most
treasured things are water and the sea ration kind of fruit cocktail yeah hey mr. day I'm so fed up with that
stuff the fruit cocktail would take my mind off my hands please giving you the most treasured thing you had
and if you see I was dehydrating very fast I was carry using three canteens they were usually carrying three
they would
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were usually carrying three they would add there's divine it's a very special world and it can't be shared
easily when you're I was listing with a great attention to and Stockwell this morning was a prison camp up in
North Bend for so long and the affinity between those prisoners not mine is nothing as acutely holders
ingrained as his shared experiences but it's especially shared combat with young guys and their their special
this is Duncan you've been very generous with your time another appointment nobody thank you again
please thank you good luck to you
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